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NFL Draft 2022 Scouting Report: CB Ahmad Gardner, 

Cincinnati 

*CB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update info as it becomes available.  

  

Ahmad Gardner is definitely one of the best CB prospects I’ve studied in my career. It’s my first deeper 

CB study of the year-- and if there’s a better CB prospect out there…then this draft is going to be 

amazing. 

But I’m pretty sure there’s not anyone else out there as good as Gardner. 

The baseline/headline info on Gardner is all ‘good stuff’…it’s what attracts analysts to him – the long 

body, the big wingspan, the obviously ‘good tape’, the very good Combine speed. Who doesn’t love a 

speedy, agile 6’2”+ cornerback? You’d wish all the corners were 6’2”+ and could move like Gardner. 

When you get past some of the obvious, titillating data on Gardner then you go to his tape and try to 

see if it's all ‘real’ on the field. There are suddenly many 6’1”+, highly athletic corners coming out of the 

college ranks – but they don’t all have great, or even good coverage skills in reality. They have potential 

but are flawed…like great north-south movement but struggle going east-west…or they just don’t have 

the ability to react to the WR’s routes quickly…or they are too weak in press coverage to battle NFL WRs 

and they get pushed around too easily. I don’t see any of those flaws, or any others with Gardner. 

When I watched a full day’s worth of his game tape, I couldn’t find a flaw…I was looking, I was wanting 

to find that chink in the armor (that’s my job). I couldn’t find it. Gardner is a tough CB to scout because 

he’s so notorious that QBs won’t even look at his side of the field. There’s not a lot of ‘normal situations’ 

tape to view on Gardner, especially as his career developed, as his reputation grew – no one was 

throwing anywhere near him most games, especially in 2021. But watching a lot of tape just to get to 

the times he was challenged…or just watching him blanket his opposing WR so deftly, knowing the QB 

wasn’t even looking his way, he’s a beautiful thing to watch as a scout…when you really watch a ton of 

his work, it’s a subtle (not so subtle anymore) genius at work. 

There’s not a lot I can add to hype up Gardner, since everyone in football has pretty much arrived at the 

same conclusion. At first, I thought maybe the hype was coming from his nickname (‘Sauce’). I believe a 

memorable name helps push a psychological affinity with scouts/fans…as does college ‘name’ of where 

they play (the school conjures up images of things…like Penn State linebackers, etc.), and/or 1-3 

highlight plays on a loop pushed to remember the player by can brainwash us. Also, we have to note, at 

first…some people were pushing his teammate Coby Bryant as equal/better than Gardner. This love 

affair with ‘Sauce’ is a bit late breaking, but however people got here…they’re here – and I think it’s 

warranted. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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If I were going to try to describe Gardner to you, I’d just tell you to watch the Alabama CFB playoff game 

tape. Watch him against a high-end college offense with NFL WRs. And you’d see the same things that 

were hallmarks of his entire 2021 tape… 

 -- Bryce Young identified Gardner before the snap, and 98%+ of the time he dropped back he didn’t 

even look toward the Gardner side of the field. The ultimate respect for Gardner comes from watching 

teams/QBs in 2021 all stay the hell away from Gardner. 

  

 -- Watching Gardner go into coverage each snap, knowing he wasn’t likely to get thrown at, so 

what did he do…he did an amazing job of NOT fully pressing up on the opposing WR off the snap, but 

not drifted way off them either, he’s close up on the WR but usually allows the WR to get off the snap 

untouched for a few steps and then uses his long arms to shove/halt/alter the WR which throws off any 

timing routes and any hope a QB might have of pitching and catching with his WR. 

Gardner’s handwork is the best I’ve ever seen…and I didn’t notice it in my first few preview watches of 

him, but Ross Jacobs was snuffing it out early, and eventually when I watched his career tape I caught 

onto it too. 

Most great corners are great at the running-with coverage aspect…where they just are so quick, they 

can shadow a receiver, make a move before the WR does, close in on throws with superior speed, 

etc. Eric Stokes is a great example of an amazing ‘shadow’ cover corner who doesn’t let you escape his 

blanketing. Gardner is terrific at shadowing as well, but his superpower is using his long reach to alter a 

WR, while Gardner keeps moving along with it… the WR gets altered by the push, but Gardner doesn’t. 

Gardner has a knack for ‘sticking and moving’. Other WRs trying this technique can get altered off their 

own course as well, or the WR does it to them first to help the receiver get pushed away/open. You 

can’t do it against Gardner…he’s too long to play that hand-to-hand combat game effectively with. 

  

 -- But there’s something more important to notice on tape with Gardner than the respect from 

opponents or the wonderful techniques he uses…the demeanor of the opposing WRs really tells a story, 

and you can see it in the Alabama tape as well. 

When Gardner would line up on a receiver, you could see them get deflated…they knew that (a) the ball 

wasn’t coming their way now, and (b) they were gonna lose the battle to get open even if they thought 

they might have a chance at a target. Their body language would get dejected. 

Slade Bolden is a scrappy, battler WR for Alabama, but when Gardner went over on him…it’s the first 

time I saw Bolden go 50%-75% speed off the snap…totally defeated before the snap even occurred. 

Bolden couldn’t get open the best day he ever lived on Gardner, and he knew it. Bolden was like a fly 

caught in a spider’s (Gardner) web. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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But that was against a fringe NFL slot/hands WR Slade Bolden…so what about Jameson Williams, who 

might be the best WR in the 2022 NFL Draft? Same thing. I saw Williams’s shoulders slump a little, and 

the fire off the snap looked a bit slower when Gardner would randomly line up across Williams and take 

his heart away. 

The power of Gardner, and the whole Cincy secondary in a stat line: Alabama ran the ball 48 times, and 

completed only 17 passes for 181 yards with their Heisman Trophy winning QB in their big win over 

Cincy. 

Alabama did have 3 TDs passes in this game… 

1) The first a short pass to Slade Bolden to the left…and Gardner was lined up to the left, but then taken 

to the far right by his crossing/sprinting WR…opening up the space for Bolden. 

2) The second a bomb to the left, with Gardner up in coverage to the right…and if you watch the 

receiver against Gardner on that play, he runs half speed at Gardner knowing full well the play is going 

the opposite way. 

3) Nearly the same play as the first pass TD…Gardner lined up left, taken away to the right by a 

crossing/sprinting WR, and then the real option just fills into where Gardner has long departed for an 

easy TD pass.  

I find no fault with Gardner as a CB prospect, on the field. Off the field, he seems pretty affable, still a bit 

humble – not highly recruited out of high school. Considered too skinny for a power conference. Well, 

he’s about to be the first CB in the draft taken in 2022…so kudos to Gardner for his body and technique 

work.  

  

Ahmad Gardner, Through the Lens of Our CB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

All we need to know about Gardner, statistically: he played 1,062 snaps and never allowed a TD pass 

against him in his career. Mic drop. It’s real…it’s not a fluke.  

 

2022 NFL Combine measurables: 

6’2.6”/193 

9.6” hands. 33.75” arms 

4.41 40-time, 2.56 20-yard, 1.51 10-yard 

No agility times at Combine or Pro Day.  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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The Historical CB Prospects to Whom Ahmad Gardner Most Compares Within Our 

System: 

 

The Deion Sanders profile (below) I did for fun back in the day, it’s not a great metrics grading because 

the info was so limited back then. However, I think, if you took Neon Deion and Richard Sherman and 

threw them into a blender…out might come Ahmad Gardner.  

 

CB 
Grade 

Last First Draft 
Yr 

College H H W Cover 
Rating 

Speed 
Metrics 

Agility 
Metric 

Tackle 
Metric 

10.687 Gardner Ahmad 2022 Cincinnati 6 2.6 190 10.87 9.52 9.97 5.87 

10.809 Rodgers-
Cromartie 

Dominique 2008 Tenn State 6 1.4 184 8.78 14.11 6.76 6.27 

12.945 Sanders Deion 1989 Florida St 6 1.0 198 10.98 13.24 11.18 7.83 

8.435 Dowling Ras-I 2011 Virginia 6 1.3 198 9.30 9.23 6.53 8.81 

8.879 Routt Stanford 2005 Houston 6 1.3 193 8.35 10.09 10.94 7.54 

8.238 Williams  Greedy 2019 LSU 6 1.7 185 8.96 10.67 5.73 4.44 

7.596 Adebo Paulson 2021 Stanford 6 1.0 198 8.10 3.92 9.33 7.68 

8.037 Sherman Richard 2008 Stanford 6 2.5 195 8.30 0.19 5.30 8.21 

8.493 Ramsey Jalen 2016 Florida St 6 1.2 209 9.22 8.94 7.34 9.24 

 

*The ratings are based on a 1–10 rating scale, but a prospect can score over 10.0+ and less than 0.0 

OVERALL RATING -- We merge the data from physical measurables, skill times/counts from the NFL 

Combine/Pro Days, with college performance data available on pass coverage/tackles, etc. and grade it 

compared to our database history of all college CBs, with a focus on which CBs went on to be good-

great-elite in the NFL. We found characteristics/data points that the successful NFL CBs had in common 

in college, that most other CB prospects could not match/achieve. 

Scoring with a rating over a 7.00+ in our system is where we start to take a CB prospect more seriously. 

Most of the future NFL successful college CBs scored 8.00+, and most of the NFL superior CBs pushed 

scores more in the 9.00+ levels...and future NFL busts will sneak in there from time to time. 10.00+ is 

where most of the elite NFL CBs tend to score in our system analysis. 

COVERAGE -- A combination of on-field data/performance and physical profile data 

SPEED -- Measurables from a perspective of straight-line speed, burst, etc. 

AGILITY -- Measurables for lateral movements, quick cuts, body type, speed, etc.  

POWER -- A look at physical size, tackling productivity in college, other physical measurables. One of 

the side benefits/intentions here, is to see which CBs may be more of a model for a conversion to playing 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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safety successfully in the NFL. Also denotes CBs who are more physical/will have higher tackle 

totals...over pure speed/coverage CBs. 

 

 

2022 NFL Draft Outlook: 

He’s gonna be the top CB prospect taken in this draft, I would have to highly assume. Likely top 

5…could/should (my opinion) be #1 overall pick if Jacksonville doesn’t trade the pick. 

If I were an NFL GM, count me in…I’d love to have him…but let me see if Zyon McCollum or Tariq 

Woolen might be the cheaper, similarly tall/fast alternatives…though I’m guessing they are not as 

technically ready to go as Gardner, but we’ll see. 

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Day one starter. Instant shutdown corner.  
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